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9

Art allows people from different cultures and different times to communicate with each other via images, 
sounds and stories

“Art influences society by changing opinions, instilling values and translating experiences across space and 
time”
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Baseline Assessment
What do you know? Theme:

Portraiture in Art

Investigating Art history, focusing on Portraiture 
and self Portraits.

Formal Elements of Art

Building practical skills & techniques Workshop based 
lessons

You need to be able to 
discuss, and take 

inspiration from the work 
of others.

Develop observational drawing 
techniques, refresh tonal shading  skills 

through drawing studies

Analysing progress

What is observational drawing?

What is a Self Portrait?

What tool could you use to help 
focus in on part of an image?

Artists studies: Investigate & respond 
to an artist

Refining & Evaluating

What are the formal elements of Art?
How do you use tonal shading to create depth in 

your drawing?

If a portrait was described as
semi abstract—what does it mean?

Art Terminology

Evaluate by testing & refining.
What has learning about Portraiture 

taught you?

Explore materials in 
2D & 3D form.

End of rotation 
Assessment

Reading Observing Speaking and 
Listening

Writing

Explore and experiment with a variety 
of shading techniques to create a

realistic self portrait 



LINE is the path left by a 

moving point. A mark made 

by an implement. For 

example, a pencil or a brush 

dipped in paint. Line can be 

used to show many different 

qualities, such as: 

• Contours - defining the 

shape and form of 

something. 

• Feelings or expressions.

FORMAL ELEMENTS OF ARTThese are the basic elements that are used 

by Artists in creating Art: they are what you 

use to create an aesthetically pleasing work. 

When we make Art, we need to understand 

and apply these seven Elements of Art.

COLOUR 

Is one of the most dominant 

elements. It is created by light. 

There are three properties of 

colour; Hue (name), Value

(shades and tints) and Intensity 

(brightness)

SPACE 

The distance around and between things. How it’s 

used to create the illusion of depth. Space can be 

two-dimensional, three-dimensional, negative 

and/or positive.

VALUE

How dark or light a shape 

is; or Tone/Shading

Adding tone to create a 

three-dimensional effect. 

FORM is a three dimensional 

shape, such as a cube, sphere 

or cone. Sculpture and 3D 

design are about creating 

forms. In 2D artworks, tone 

and perspective can be used to 

create an illusion of form.

https://seven-elements-of-art.trubox.ca/

SHAPE 

The outline or form of 

something. An area enclosed by 

a line. It could be just an outline 

or it could be shaded in.

TEXTURE

This is to do with the 

surface quality of 

something, the way 

something feels or looks 

like it feels. There are 

two types: actual texture 

and visual texture. https://www.tate.org.uk/kids
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https://seven-elements-of-art.trubox.ca/


Shading Adding tone to create a three-
dimensional effect. 

Gradient A range of tones from light to 
dark or dark to light. 

viewfinder A window to select focus area 
for drawing 

structure The way in which parts are 
arranged and put together

scale The different sizes of shapes 
used

proportion The size and shape of one 
object in comparison to 
another

composition The position and layout of 
shapes on the paper

cross hatching Lines are placed over each 
other at different angles to 
build up areas of tone

Mark making is a term used 

to describe the different 

lines, patterns, and textures 

we create in an artwork

Mark making can be used to: 

•record observations about a subject 

•experiment and develop use of formal 

elements such as line and colour 

•express emotions and abstract ideas

MARK MAKING

Pencils come in different 

grades. The softer the 

pencil the darker the tone. 

H = hard, B = black (soft)

In Art the most useful 

pencils are B, 2B and 4B. If 

your pencil has no grade it 

is likely to be an HB (hard 

black in the middle of the 

scale) 

HOW TO USE A PENCIL

To be successful you must show 
a range of tone (dark> mid  dark 
> mid> mid light> light)

A number of different tools can be used 

to create different effects with your 

drawings, including erasers for 

removing marks and sponges for 

rubbing and smudging. It is also 

important to consider a variety of 

surfaces to draw onto, creating 

interesting textures and backgrounds

to drawings.

DRAWING TIPS: https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/guides
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DRAWING SKILLS

Making something look 3D 

• To prevent objects looking flat, a range of tonal 

shading is essential to make objects look 3D

• Pressing harder and lighter with a pencil creates 

the different tones 

• As a surface goes away from you the tones 

usually darken

• Shading straight across a surface will make an 

item appear flat 

• Use the direction of your pencil to help enhance 

the 3D surface 

• Including shadows also help make objects appear 

3D and separate objects from each other.

What would 

be the 

advantages 

of using 

hatching 

technique 

over 

contours?

Contemporary Existing, living or happening now. 

Distortion Is the alteration of the original shape (or other 
characteristic) of something.

Contouring A drawing that is essentially an outline.
Drawn in one continuous line onto paper without 
looking down to see what you are doing

Stippling To make marks by means of dots and flicks,that 
together produce an even or softly graded shadow

Recording from Observation 
Primary source observational 

drawing: drawing something real 

in front of you. 

Secondary source observational 

drawing: drawing something from 

a picture. 

While drawing is an important 

method of researching, investigating 

and developing ideas across all areas 

of study, it can also be used as a 

form of descriptive and expressive 

mark making in its own right and as 

the medium for final resolved work.
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DRAWING:
Face to face 

Portrait A painting, drawing, photograph, or 
engraving of a person, especially one 
depicting only the face or head and 
shoulders.

Self Portrait A likeness an artist produces of 
themselves

Photorealism A style of art and sculpture characterized 
by the highly detailed depiction of 
ordinary life with the impersonality of a 
photograph.

Expressionism An art movement which uses exaggeration 
and distortion to create emotional effects. 

Figurative A drawing of the human form in any of its 
various shapes and postures using any of 
the drawing media.

Subject What is shown in the artwork, such as a 
portrait or a still life 

DRAWING TIPS: Pens and ink - Drawing -

GCSE Art and Design Revision

How to draw, shade realistic face, eyes, 

nose and lips with pencils

Lorna SimpsonDRAWING is a key part of developing any 

art, craft or design work. It is an important 

method of researching, investigating, 

developing and communicating ideas.
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https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zc7sfrd/revision/4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xuCP24D6eG8


Steps for success….
1.Learn about artists who 

create Portraits. 

2.Create portrait drawings 

from direct primary 

observations. 

3.Experiment with 

different media. 

4.Create drawings from 

images (secondary). 

5.Develop your use of 

tone within your 

drawings.

6.Annotate/comment on 

your drawings. 

7.Create a final larger 

scale drawing in colour. 

PORTRAITS

Kehinde Wiley is a Los Angeles native and New York 

based visual artist, who has firmly situated himself 

within art history's portrait painting tradition. Rendering 

his figures in a realistic mode, while making references 

to specific Old Master paintings. Wiley creates a 

fusion of period styles and influences. Wiley depicts 

his slightly larger than life-size figures in a heroic 

manner, giving them poses that connote power and 

spiritual awakening.

Artist study:

Kehinde Wiley

Content: Explore famous artists who create 

Portraits. Develop and improve your use of 

the visual elements through creating a 2D

self portrait which appear to have 3D depth. ●Practice mapping out the face 

with the features in the correct 

position.

●Draw using a mirror, focus on 

one feature but in different 

expressions - for example a 

smiling mouth, then a relaxed 

mouth, then a stern etc. 

Drawing materials: 

•pencils and coloured 

pencils •graphite sticks 

•charcoal •biros 

•fine line and felt-tips pens 

•drawing ink •chalk and oil 

pastels •oil pastels
•erasers 
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Annotation
When annotating your work you 

want to be using language 

appropriate to art and design. The 

more you use the terms that form 

a ‘visual language’ the more 

articulately you can talk about 

what you have created; the 

reasons why and what you have 

learnt from the experience. The 

easier this becomes for you the 

easier it becomes for us to 

understand your thought process 

and development.

Your writing should add to your artwork -

Not describe it.

You do not need to label your work – If its 

an observational drawing we can see that 

– Instead write about why you chose to 

draw it, how it links with your theme and 

whether the materials you have selected 

were a good choice or what you would do 

again. What did you learn from doing it?

It can help to think of three positive things 

and three negative things about a piece of 

work and write that up – debating what 

worked well, what didn’t – This helps to 

describe what you have learnt.

Some sentences you can try…

I wanted this image/ sculpture to convey/ 

suggest/ make people think about/consider….

I was interested in exploring/ experimenting

with these materials/this idea because…

I feel the way I have used colour/ presented

this piece/work really adds to/ detracts from it 

because...

If I was to do this piece again I would 

consider….

I selected these materials/this scale

because…

This piece makes me think about/ evokes….  

because…

I like/ don’t like the way this piece…    

because…

This piece reminds me of…    because…

I feel this piece works well because it…

I wanted to…. exaggerate/distort/reflect/ 

express/give the impression…

I was aiming to communicate… a feeling of/ a 

sense of space….

Making this work taught me….

WHAT?

WHY?

HOW?

QUALITY?

LEARNING?
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TONE SHAPE FORM TEXTURE COLOUR LINE SPACE PATTERN MOOD TECHNIQUES MEDIA
ART 

MOVEMENTS 
& STYLES

MORE
KEYWORDS

Bold Sharp 3d Ridged Monochromatic Organic Proportion Organic Atmospheric Drawing Pencil Abstraction Technique

Contrast Wave Rounded Wrinkled Harmonic Angular Perspective Geometric Passionate Painting Charcoal
Abstract 

Expressionism
Concept

Sharp Silhouette Curved Grainy Complimentary Aggressive Dominates Natural Expressive Mark making Chalk Art Nouveau Aesthetic

Monochromatic Pointed Protruding Pixelated Primary Bold Open Man-made Energetic Collage Rubber Avant Garde 
Subject 
matter

Fading Organic Receding Scratchy Secondary Strong Vast Pinstriped Dynamic Stitching Soft pastels Conceptual art Relationship

Gradual Angular Tunnel Smooth Warm Faint Crowded Broken Dramatic Paper Cutting Oil Pastels Collage art Characteristic

Subtle Triangular Domed Glossy Cool Inconsistent Depth Checked Sombre Weaving Drawing ink Cubism Composition 

Uneven Obscure Perspective Smokey Hue Directional Foreground Chequered Calm Monoprinting Printing ink Dadaism Context

Inconsistent Rounded Inverted Clouded Tint Vanishing Background Even Busy Lino printing Marbling ink Digital art Inspired

Varying 2d Concave Clear Gradient Blurred Horizon Flecked Playful
Polyblock 
printing

Oil Paint Expressionism Distinctive

Unnatural Simple Protruding Damaged Subtle Broken Distance Floral Complex
Reduction 

Printing
Acrylic Paint Fauvism Refined

Dramatic Complex Extending Chalky Vivid Gentle Scale Linear Jovial Carving Watercolour Folk art Perspective 

Irregular Geometric Curvaceous Uneven Seasonal Merged Overlapped Marbled Content Etching Gouache Futurism Process

Broken Solid Heavy Silky Transparent Endless Busy Monochrome Peaceful Sculpting Spray paint Graffiti art Dominant

Dark Elongated Weighty Matt Opaque Continuous Oppressive Mottled Relaxed Moulding Fine liner Impressionism Experimental

Light

Avoid 
Weak 
Words

Monumental Waxed Matt Expressive Tight Ornate Tranquil Casting Biro Installation art Trial

Flat Organic Incised Radiant Harsh Movement Psychedelic Cheerful Photography Graphite Land art Respond

Graduating Soft Embellished Dull Feathery Fragmented Radial Romantic Stenciling Paper Minimalism Develop

Receding Good Linear Rough Bland Vigorous Empty stripy Chilling Distorting Felt tips Pointillism Explore

Regulated Bad Spatial Fine Pale Tapered Balanced Tessellated Depressed Editing Colour pencil Pop art Expressive

Smooth Nice Coarse Luminous Flowing Restricted Tie-dyed Gloomy Photoshop Wire Realism Contemporary

Uniform Pretty Polished Saturated Fine Boundaries Optical Moody illustrating Glue surrealism Traditional

Modulated Cool Sticky Realistic Sensitive Woven Miserable Animating Clay Symbolic Outcome

Muted Different Pitted Bold Delicate Printed Stimulating Constructing Modroc Textile art Application

Range Unique Scratched Vibrant Simple decoration Thought Provoking Pen and wash Plaster Graphic art Process

I like it Gnarly Subtle Heavy Repetition Dark Camera Mural Communicate

It is okay Cracked Pastel Sketchy Rhythm Insipid Photocopier influence
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1.CONTEXT (The wider circumstances in 

which the work was produced)

Who produced the work and when was it created?

What was the artist’s background and how might this 

have impacted on the work?

What was happening to the artist at the time the work 

was made?

What was happening in the world at the time this 

work was created that might have influenced the 

artist? (political/ social/ cultural)

2. CONTENT (look at the subject of the work)

What is the artwork about? 

Describe what you see in the artwork (As though the 

person reading your analysis cannot see the work.)

What things do you recognise in the painting, what seems 

new to you?

How is the image different to real life?

Is the artwork trying to tell a story?

Is the work realistic/ abstract/ surreal etc?

What is the theme of the work?

Are there any recurring features in the work?

What do you think is the most important part of this art 

work?

What message does the work communicate?

3. FORM (look at the formal elements)

What type of art is it?

What colours does the artist use and why? What effect does this have on the work?

Can you see shapes / pattern in the art work? Are they decorative/ descriptive/ symbolic? 

What types of marks/ textures  has the artist use and why? What effect does this have on the 

work?

How has the composition of the work been arranged

How big/small is the artists work? Why has the artist worked at this scale? How does this 

impact how it is viewed?

How is it presented to the audience? How does this impact how the work is received/ experienced?

4. PROCESS

(How has the work been made)

How has the piece been  produced?

What materials is it made from?

What techniques have been used?

How has the artist used their materials 

and tools to communicate their 

narrative/ message/ theme?

5. MOOD (What emotions and feelings 

does the work evoke )

What was your first reaction to the work?

What did you notice first? What parts drew your 

attention? why?

How does the colour/ tone/ texture/theme / composition 

affect your mood? How and why?

Do you think the artist intended you to feel like this?

Why do you think the artist made this artwork? Why do 

you think this?

Does the work remind you of anything? What, Why 

and how?

How does this work connect to your ideas?

What do you like/ dislike  most about this art work 

and why?

How has this work inspired you and how are you 

planning on exploring this in your project?

ANALYSING ART WORK
Refer to your Key Art & Design language grid
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